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In this novel by A Wrinkle in Time author Madeleine L'Engle, Philippa is miserable at an all girls' boarding school in
Switzerland . . . until she meets the mysterious Paul. Flip feels miserable when she first arrives at boarding school
in Switzerland. Then she finds a true friend in Paul. But as the two become more and more close, Flip learns that
Paul has a mystery in his past—and to help him discover the truth, she must put herself into serious danger. This
new edition of one of Madeleine L'Engle's earliest works features an introduction by the author's granddaughter,
the writer Léna Roy. Books by Madeleine L'Engle A Wrinkle in Time Quintet A Wrinkle in Time A Wind in the Door A
Swiftly Tilting Planet Many Waters An Acceptable Time A Wrinkle in Time: The Graphic Novel by Madeleine L'Engle;
adapted & illustrated by Hope Larson Intergalactic P.S. 3 by Madeleine L'Engle; illustrated by Hope Larson: A
standalone story set in the world of A Wrinkle in Time. The Austin Family Chronicles Meet the Austins (Volume 1)
The Moon by Night (Volume 2) The Young Unicorns (Volume 3) A Ring of Endless Light (Volume 4) A Newbery
Honor book! Troubling a Star (Volume 5) The Polly O'Keefe books The Arm of the Starfish Dragons in the Waters A
House Like a Lotus And Both Were Young Camilla The Joys of Love
When two young people realize they are having the same frightening dream, they begin searching for an
explanation for this mysterious coincidence.
Now in paperback! Pass, and have it made. Fail, and suffer the consequences. A master of teen thrillers tests
readers’ courage in an edge-of-your-seat novel that echoes the fears of exam-takers everywhere. Ann, a teenage
girl living in the security-obsessed, elitist United States of the very near future, is threatened on her way home
from school by a mysterious man on a black motorcycle. Soon she and a new friend are caught up in a vast
conspiracy of greed involving the mega-wealthy owner of a school testing company. Students who pass his test
have it made; those who don’t, disappear . . . or worse. Will Ann be next? For all those who suspect standardized
tests are an evil conspiracy, here’s a thriller that really satisfies! Praise for Test “Fast-paced with short chapters
that end in cliff-hangers . . . good read for moderately reluctant readers. Teens will be able to draw comparisons
to contemporary society’s shift toward standardized testing and ecological concerns, and are sure to appreciate
the spoofs on NCLB.†? —School Library Journal “Part mystery, part action thriller, part romance . . . environmental
and political overtones . . . fast pace and unique blend of genres holds attraction for younger teen readers.†?
—Booklist
Danny can feel something sinister about his new home, Blackbriar, an old, abandoned cottage in the English
countryside. the residents of a nearby town refuse to speak of the house and can barely look Danny in the eyes.
Then Danny begins to have strange dreams of fires and witches, and awakes to shrieks of laughter that seem to
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come from another time and place. with help from his friend, Lark, Danny begins to unravel the mysteries of
Blackbriar and its frightening past, through the discovery of an ancient doll and a chilling list of names and dates
carved on the cellar door. But what might be most terrifying of all is the mystery that does not lie in the past but
in the here and now. . . .
Dangerous Wishes
Parasite Pig
The Angry Moon
The Boy Who Couldn't Die
In a forbidding future, Amy and Axel are children who live underground under the omniscient eye of the Authorities and attempt a daring escape to the
outside world.
Brilliantly evoking the long-vanished world of masters and servants portrayed in Downton Abbey and Upstairs, Downstairs, Margaret Powell's classic
memoir of her time in service, Below Stairs, is the remarkable true story of an indomitable woman who, though she served in the great houses of
England, never stopped aiming high. Powell first arrived at the servants' entrance of one of those great houses in the 1920s. As a kitchen maid – the
lowest of the low – she entered an entirely new world; one of stoves to be blacked, vegetables to be scrubbed, mistresses to be appeased, and bootlaces to be
ironed. Work started at 5.30am and went on until after dark. It was a far cry from her childhood on the beaches of Hove, where money and food were
scarce, but warmth and laughter never were. Yet from the gentleman with a penchant for stroking the housemaids' curlers, to raucous tea-dances with
errand boys, to the heartbreaking story of Agnes the pregnant under-parlormaid, fired for being seduced by her mistress's nephew, Margaret's tales of
her time in service are told with wit, warmth, and a sharp eye for the prejudices of her situation. Margaret Powell's true story of a life spent in service is
a fascinating "downstairs" portrait of the glittering, long-gone worlds behind the closed doors of Downton Abbey and 165 Eaton Place.
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream of escape to the forest."—The New York Times Book Review Sam Gribley is terribly unhappy
living in New York City with his family, so he runs away to the Catskill Mountains to live in the woods—all by himself. With only a penknife, a ball of
cord, forty dollars, and some flint and steel, he intends to survive on his own. Sam learns about courage, danger, and independence during his year in the
wilderness, a year that changes his life forever. “An extraordinary book . . . It will be read year after year.” —The Horn Book
Sleator is at his sci-fi best with this quantum thriller, now available in paperback
Blackbriar
Complicity
The Last Universe
The Night the Heads Came
Sixteen-year-old David, finding a strange machine that creates replicas of living organisms, duplicates himself and suffers the
horrible consequences when the duplicate turns against him.
In Scotland, a self-appointed executioner dispenses justice to fit the crime. Thus the lenient judge who let a rapist go is punished
by being raped, while a man who killed is killed in turn.
When eleven-year-old Tycho discovers that the mysterious egg-shaped object he dug up in his garden is a time travel device, he
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can't resist using his newfound power. Soon he is jumping back and forth in time, mostly to play tricks on his bossy older brothers
and sister. But every time he uses the device, he notices that things are different when he gets back—and the futures he visits are
getting darker and scarier. Then Tycho comes face-to-face with the most terrible thing of all: his grown-up self. Can Tycho prevent
the terrible future he sees from coming true? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Annie's Uncle Marco goes on one of his mysterious trips, leaving her in charge of two sealed boxes on one condition: she must not
open either one while he is away. But she is tempted...and soon she has unleashed the unspeakable. The creatures inside the box
are crab-like and grotesque. And they possess a power Annie could never have imagined: the power to transmute time."Sleator is
the master of the creepy-crawly, and his inventiveness is at full power here." --The Horn Book
My Side of the Mountain
Others See Us
The Girl Who Owned a City
Singularity

Refusing to believe in aliens until the night he and his friend Tim are abducted, Leo awakens to find that Tim has
disappeared, and no one will believe his story. Reprint.
It's only a matter of time before a cosmic disaster spells the end of the Earth. But how concerned should we about about
any of these catastrophic scenarios? And if they do post a danger, can anything be done to stop them?
When fifteen-year-old Doug and his younger sister Colette move with their parents to a forested wilderness area, they
encounter some weird creatures whose lives are endangered.
Seventeen-year-old Nick buys a used cell phone only to call his girlfriend, but strange and desperate people keep
calling--one of them a denizen of Hell--begging for or demanding his help. Reprint.
Marco's Millions
Fingers
The Boy Who Reversed Himself
The Classic Kitchen Maid's Memoir That Inspired "Upstairs, Downstairs" and "Downton Abbey"
When Laura discovers that the unpopular boy living next door to her has the ability to go into
the fourth dimension, she makes the dangerous decision to accompany him on his journeys
there.
House of StairsPenguin
Sixteen-year-old twins Harry and Barry stumble across a gateway to another universe, where a
distortion in time and space causes a dramatic
change in their competitive relationship.
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Isaac is the new kid in town. His mother, Vera, is in the hospital with a mysterious illness, and
the only person left to care for Isaac is his distant grandfather. Friendless and often alone,
Isaac loses himself in his collection of optical illusions, including a strange mirror box that he
finds in his new house, left behind by the previous tenants. Designed for amputees, it creates
the illusion of a second limb. Lonely Isaac wishes someone would reach out to him, and then
someone does—a phantom limb within the mirror box! It signs to Isaac about a growing
danger: someone who has murdered before and is out to get Vera next. The only way Isaac can
solve the mystery and save his mother is with the help of the mirror box. But can he trust the
phantom limb?
The Duplicate
House of Stairs
Run
The House of Stairs
Vicky's disappointment in the antique dollhouse she receives for her birthday gives way to curiosity as she is literally
drawn into the lives of its unusual inhabitants.
Five sixteen-year-old orphans of widely varying personality characteristics are involuntarily placed in a house of endless
stairs as subjects for a psychological experiment on conditioned human response. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults.
Reissue.
When Peter is hit by a car, he gets a chance to go back in time and alter the events that lead up to his death. But what
can he change to avoid his fate?
A foreign exchange student comes to live with Julie’s family for a year—setting off a frightening chain of events Julie isn’t
thrilled about her parents’ decision to sponsor a foreign exchange student from Thailand. Not only is the stranger going
to live with them for a year, but Julie is convinced he’ll be a nerd and will embarrass her at school. But when a tall,
handsome, super-cool guy named Bia arrives, Julie is suddenly the envy of all her girlfriends. Dominic, Julie’s 11-year-old
brother, is also thrilled to have Bia around the house. So to make the guest feel at home in America, Dominic builds a
traditional Thai spirit house in the backyard. Overnight, Bia seems to undergo a major personality change. He’s mean and
spiteful and lies about everything. He also seems terrified of something . . . or someone. Has Dominic’s construction
somehow invoked a vengeful spirit? Is Bia the bearer of luck so bad it could harm Julie and her family?
And Both Were Young
Hell Phone
The Spirit House
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To end the bad luck that fifteen-year-old Dom and his parents have been experiencing since their arrival in Thailand, Dom and his
new friend Lek search for a jade carving that must be returned to its shrine to appease an angry Thai spirit.
After Jared accidentally plunges into a polluted swamp, he gains the ability to read minds . . . and discovers dangerous secrets about
his family The first thing Jared does every summer when he and his family arrive at their cottage is hop on his bike and cruise along
the back roads. Only this year he’s grown too big for the bike. When the brakes suddenly give out at the bottom of the hill where the
road makes a sharp turn, Jared plunges into an industrial swamp oozing with toxic waste. After the accident, Jared feels OK—except
for a headache. But then he starts hearing strange things: people’s private thoughts, which are the total opposite of what they
actually say. Next, Jared’s journal is stolen. Luckily, he can just read the mind of the person who stole it. He can also use his new
power to track down the culprit in a recent series of ATM robberies and neighborhood break-ins. But along with solving mysteries,
Jared uncovers shocking family secrets, the identity of someone else who has the same paranormal gift as him, and the truth about
the girl he loves.
A deadly plague has devastated Earth, killing all the adults. Lisa and her younger brother Todd are struggling to stay alive in a
world where no one is safe. Other children along Grand Avenue need help as well. They band together to find food, shelter, and
protection from dangerous gangs invading their neighborhood. When Tom Logan and his army start making threats, Lisa comes up
with a plan and leads her group to a safer place. But how far is she willing to go to protect what's hers?
Ken, the only child of rich, indulgent parents, finds a woman who makes him invulnerable to pain and death, but the curse makes him
kill while he is dreaming. Reprint.
Rewind
The Boxes
Among the Dolls
The Green Futures of Tycho
Since their mother's death, Tip and Teddy Doyle have been raised by their loving, possessive, and ambitious father. As
the former mayor of Boston, Bernard Doyle wants to see his sons in politics, a dream the boys have never shared. But
when an argument in a blinding New England snowstorm inadvertently causes an accident that involves a stranger
and her child, all Bernard Doyle cares about is his ability to keep his children̶all his children̶safe. Set over a period
of twenty-four hours, Run takes us from the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard to a home for retired Catholic
priests in downtown Boston. It shows us how worlds of privilege and poverty can coexist only blocks apart from each
other, and how family can include people you've never even met. As in her bestselling novel Bel Canto, Ann Patchett
illustrates the humanity that connects disparate lives, weaving several stories into one surprising and endlessly
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moving narrative. Suspenseful and stunningly executed, Run is ultimately a novel about secrets, duty, responsibility,
and the lengths we will go to protect our children.
Twelve-year-old Marco's love for travel and for his younger sister Lilly, who has psychic powers, leads him to journey to
other universes, gaining the ability to go wherever he wishes without growing old.
YA. Psychological thriller. Five sixteen-year-old orphans of widely varying personality characteristics are involuntarily
placed in a house of endless stairs as subjects for a psychological experiment on conditioned human response. 11 yrs+
When the boltzman comes to deliver his wish for power, young Chris gets much more than he expected and soon his
life is turned inside out in this suspenseful science fiction thriller for young readers.
Boltzmon!
Strange Attractors
Oddballs
The Beasties
Five sixteen-year-old orphans of widely varying personality characteristics are involuntarily placed in a house of endless stairs as subjects for a
psychological experiment on conditioned human response.
For use in schools and libraries only. Sixteen-year-old Barney, infected by an alien parasite, and his friend Katie are taken to the planet J'koot by
extraterrestrials intent on playing the dangerous game known as Interstellar Pig.
An Indian girl insults the moon and is held prisoner by him until her friend reaches the sky country to rescue her.
A collection of stories based on experiences from the author's youth and peopled with an unusual assortment of family and friends.
Below Stairs
Into the Dream
This Time of Darkness
These are the Ways the World Will End--

Eighteen-year-old Sam has always been jealous of his younger brother, Humphrey, the famous "wonder child" pianist.
But now that Humphrey is fifteen, the one-time child prodigy isn't able to get any more bookings. Sam's mother refuses to
accept that Humphrey's career is over and devises a scheme to recapture his fame: Sam will compose "new works" by a
long dead gypsy composer, and they will tell the world that the composer is dictating the music to Humphrey from the
grave. The scheme is a wild success—until some ghostly occurrences convince Sam that the spirit of the dead composer
has actually taken over Humphrey's fingers. Have Sam and his family unleashed a force from beyond the grave? At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Phantom Limb
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Test
Death from the Skies!
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